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Occam’s razor 188, 296
Oedipal bonds 267, 268
old information 202, 250
old words, meaning change 87
omissions 126–127
opposite speech 19, 20, 135, 206, 254
oral vs written language 93, 247, 286
ordering, violation of 167
ordinary interactions 277
orienting segments 247
orthography 75, 78
and intonation 76
commas and voice in 76
unreliability of 94
overinformation and incomprehensibility 39
overprecision 198
oxymoron 173

paradigmatic associations 20
paralinguistics 279
parallel encoding 191
paranoia 154, 178, 267, 295
paraphrase 6, 21, 65, 73, 74, 106, 125, 159, 159, 172, 223, 257, 265, 279, 282, 293
and implication 103, 172
participles 263
passive 172, 241, 250
path control 46 (also see SD productions)
patient selection (ICS) 135–137

pauses 287, 288
perceptual error, normal 200
performance vs competence 62–63, 81
performative 153–155
perseveration 6, 25, 129, 134–136, 140, 254
phatic communication 178, 247
phonemes 89–90
phonetics 64, 88–89, 156
sound combinations possible, unused 87
pigeonholing 147, 261
poetic devices 7, 75
polarity 105–106
polysemy and paranoia 154–155
populations tested, psychotic vs normal 186
pragmatics 150, 161, 221, 250, 282
linkages 131, 151
in humor 157
preconditions 159–160, 277
predictability in discourse 226
pressured speech 288
presupposition 247
principled elaboration of speech 277 (also see meaning)
problem-solving skills 59
prominent information 265
pronouns 121, 123, 127, 128, 206
and word count 94
pronunciation differences cross-linguistic 90
propositions 219, 276
pro-verb 128
psychoanalysis 224, 271, 278
as teaching 258, 279
verifiability of 10, 53–55, 57–58, 63, 98, 250, 268–269, 278–279
and Chomskyan theory 98
psycholinguistics 88, 150
psychosis 147
and syntactic error 204
psychotic speech as social dysfunction 26 (also see schizophrenic speech)
Puluwat 60
punishable responses 41, 275
punning 79, 135, 131, 140, 229
visual 191
purpose 39 (also see intention)

questions 88, 159, 223, 166
in analysis 281
questions (continued)
as declaratives 152

random triggering in semantic networks 48
reciprocal verbs 21
reconstructability 290
refrains 36, 236
relative clauses 283
repair 120
repetition, normal vs psychotic 236
replacement words as cohesive 128
resistance 271, 279
retrieval 18, 58, 136, 138, 143, 183, 204, 207
rhetoric 147, 259
Rhoda 160, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 281, 291
rhyme 15, 24, 36, 74–75, 135, 140, 200, 273
rule of overdue obligations 282
rules of language 80–83, 87–89, 91–92, 156, 162, 270, 296
context-sensitive 85
discourse 80–83, 88, 92
do-support (in English) 82
variability of 83
writing vs speech 156

sacades (see eyetracking)
salient information 261
sampling
  comparison of unlike populations 4
  random vs non-random passages 192
saving face 170
schemata 246
schizoaffective disorders 3
schizophrenic speech, features of 3–16, 51, 184
schizophrenic, negative symptom 273
schizophrenics vs manics 55
scripts 246
SD patients, self-awareness 30
  SD speech 3–5, 7, 10, 18, 30–31, 40, 42, 81, 88–89, 92, 97, 125, 128, 129, 133, 138–139, 142, 146, 151, 158, 166, 184, 221, 223, 228, 246, 250–252, 256, 258, 265–266, 281, 287
circumlocution in 6

clinician’s acumen in determining 52 (see interrater reliability)
conversation, cognitive strain in 232, 233
cyclicity in 3, 131, 140, 261
deviant vs normal 297
failures to subordinate 38
faulty topicalizers 258
flouting maxims 163
inappropriateness of 166
and inner speech 68
intermittent nature of 31, 281
interpretation of 3, 10, 11, 222, 281–283, 295–297
lack of control 16, 34
lack of development in 34
learning of 276
lexical ties in 129, 130, 132, 141
loose associations 223
and morphophonemic rules 92
and normal word flexibility 97
and NSD disruption 232
as poetry 41, 273
refrains 236
repeating 235
structural abnormalities in 41, 51, 104, 172, 281
structurally normal 4, 5
selectional restrictions 107
selection of controls (ICS) 199
self-correction 189, 200
self-interest 227
self-monitoring 58
semantic chaining 220
semantic connection (see lexical ties, incoherence, coherence)
semantic features 19, 21, 22, 106, 107, 243
  in antonyms 69
  appropriateness to context 107
  choices, automatic 125
  differences in synonyms 13, 22
  and networks 64
  SD errors in 107
  similarity, partial and glossomania 15, 20
  transfer of 106
  violation of 106
semantics 102, 150, 161, 269
frame 101
level of 162
relation to syntax 102, 150
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semantics (continued)
  triggering retrievals 16, 21, 23
  semantico-syntactic category 206
  semantic transformations 224
  semiotics 150, 161
  sentence structure 21, 79, 240
  agent as subject of 241
  appropriateness 85
  dominant constituent in 243
  dummy subject in 246
  meaning of 85
  old to new information 241, 258
  perspective 242
  topicalizing of 245
  sentence grammars 269
  sentence subject
  and deviant narrative 257
  empathy and perspective 240
  sentences
  as complete thoughts 240
  interpretation of 120
  and speaker's "camera angle" 242
  topic and comment 220
  sentence subject
  relations to verb 240
  and pragmatics 244
  separation of self from others 70
  sermons 86
  shared knowledge 215, 279
  simile 108
  sincerity principle 164
  slips of the tongue 12, 120, 78, 79, 83, 174, 283, 289, 265, 269, 287
    normal vs schizophrenic 12
  social rules and meaning 152
  socialization and speech 187
  sociolinguistics 150, 180
  sounds and letters 75
  space builders 131
  speakers, lay and ability to judge deviance 52
  speaking in tongues (see glossolalia 59)
  speech 74, 75
    deviant and deriving intention 187, 295
    equivalence to thought 31; 50, 55, 57, 61, 67, 251, 257, 259 (also see thought and language)
    errors normal 40, 52
    figurative 75

and impaired cognition 59
language 51
lapse in monitoring 282
manic 184
normal 183, 291
normal vs deviant error 287
as overt behavior 60
planning 291
schizophrenic 183, 185, 214
  and aphasia 185
skills, testing for 184
social bonding by 153
spontaneous 287, 288
as stating propositions 153
and goals 83
speech act 153, 158, 292
and intention 157
preconditions for interpretation 160
and principled correction of SD speech 155
purpose and form 247
speech vs language 51
spiky-type eye movement (see eye pursuit movements)
squiggles 271, 272, 273
stimulus and response (see behaviorism 91)
storytelling 85
strategic options and SD speech 231
strategies 83, 97, 227, 294
  and derivation of meaning 269, 270
  and relevance 215
  for comprehending 116
  for comprehension 113
  for understanding 278
  in deriving meaning 268
  pragmatic and meaning 176
  semantic 161
strategies for interpretation
  and therapist 277
strategy
  for deriving meaning 159
structural grammar 100
structural grammars 104
structure 101
structures of expectation 246
subject 256
subject of sentence
  and emphasis 242
subject-predicate relationship 240
subject vs predicate 255
  complete 258
subordinating structures 38
surprise 85
synecdoche 108
synonyms 13, 24
  as cause of glossomania 13
  non-substitutability between 13
synonymy 174
  and meaning networks 174
synonymy of have and be 21
syntactic boundaries 76
syntactic construction
  leaving out element in 127
syntactic error 202, 205, 207
syntactic form,
  overriding of 160
  as rule-governed 152
syntactic gapping 199, 204, 210
syntactico-semantic rules 103
syntactic structures 79
  complexity in psychotics 132
  processing of 77
  punctuation in 77
syntagmatic associations 34
syntax 78, 84, 214, 269
  correct, incomprehensible 219
  discourse-based 100 (also see context-free)
  explanatory power of 98, 100
  interpretation of 152
  and lexical choice 83
  and thoughts 54, 255
systematic delusions 46
tangentiality 147, 214
targets 151
TD vs NTD schizophrenics 132, 137
temporal misordering 86, 204, 210, 234
terminology 123, 254
aphasia 52
  description vs explanation 147
non-speech disordered (NSD) 4
psychoanalytic 279
speech disordered (SD) 4
terminology (see thought disordered or non-
thought disordered 53)
testing 34, 289
text-as-product 125
texts
  many topics in 249
theme 253, 256, 257
  and discourse deviance 257
  and given information 258
  and human interest 256
  vs rheme 255, 258
theories
  accounting for data 28, 131, 140, 100,
  103
  and interpretations 268
The Prague School 83
therapeutic interview 271, 275, 278
  avoidance of 19
  as context 281
therapist 277, 278
therapy, goal of 276
thought 31, 50, 56–57, 62, 251, 259
  intrusive in normals 288
  as non-visible process 60–62
  without verbalizing 60
  relative to syntax 54, 255 (see also speech,
equivalence to thought)
thought disorder (TD) 31, 53–54, 56, 59, 251,
  253, 255, 256, 260, 266
  correlation with speech (see speech, equivalence to thought)
in manics 53
  non-specificity in diagnosis 54
thoughts, kinds of 60
title
  and ICS task 252
  and meaning 251
TLC 54
topic 16, 17, 133, 138, 168, 214, 217, 221, 223,
  237, 239, 245, 249, 240, 290, 294
  advancement of 130, 136, 222
  agreement on 249
  changing of 18, 223, 225, 228, 239, 248,
  291
  constraining of 272
  as determinant of meaning 39, 239
  discourse and sentence 248
  expansion of 256
  extraneous matters 39
  global 239
  identifying conflict 277
  and new information 239
  and point of view 240
topic (continued)
renegotiating of 228
as source of relevance 223
schizophrenic problems with 254
shown by lexical items 245, 250
statement of 249
subordination to 290
and summaries 249
and which is a lie test 244
topicalizer 257
topic, terminology for 249-250
topic vs comment 255, 258
traditional grammar 100
transformational grammar 84, 85, 99, 100, 263
triggers 151
truth 131, 215, 219
turn taking 295
Type-Token Ratio (TTR) fallacy of 94

unconscious, the 267
understanding task (ICS) 139
utterance pair 252, 254, 278

valency 102
verb 126-127
performative 156
stative 87
transitive 79
verb choice
and context 100
and sentence structure 102
tense and meaning 105, 217
verbal chaining (see glossomania)
verbal placemarkers 253
verbal productivity
manic vs schizophrenic 53
verb auxiliaries, catenative 94

verifying Freudian theory
impossibility of 268

weakening of constructs 212
well-formedness
judgments of 85
word
borrowing 87
creating new 87
orthographic definition of 93
word associations 78, 137, 266
and schizophrenic speech 78
testing 79
word association testing
validity of 61
word choices
normal vs. schizophrenic 6, 10
word counting 93
fallacy in 93
word, definition of 99
word finding difficulties 5, 6, 10, 130, 133
word retrieval
difficulty in 11, 23, 116
words, changeable meaning in 96-97
elicitation problems 93
problems in counting 93
Russian 96
Swahili-English equivalence 95
word salad 5, 11, 24, 127, 135, 140, 146, 206, 207, 210, 233, 254, 266
words,
compound, stress pattern of 94
and grammatical morphemes 95
function 95
writing 74, 75
conventions of (also see orthography) 75

“zeroing-in” tactic 192